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Embracing Information Explosion without
Choking: Clustering and Labeling
in Microblogging
Xia Hu, Member, IEEE, Lei Tang, Member, IEEE, and Huan Liu, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—The explosive popularity of microblogging services produce a large volume of microblogging messages. It presents great
difficulties for a user to quickly gauge his/her followees’ opinions when the user interface is overwhelmed by a large number of
messages. Useful information is buried in disorganized, incomplete, and unstructured text messages. We propose to organize the large
amount of messages into clusters with meaningful cluster labels, thus provide an overview of the content to fulfill users’ information
needs. Clustering and labeling of microblogging messages are challenging because that the length of the messages are much shorter
than conventional text documents. They usually cannot provide sufficient term co-occurrence information for capturing their semantic
associations. As a result, traditional text representation models tend to yield unsatisfactory performance. In this paper, we present a
text representation framework by harnessing the power of semantic knowledge bases, i.e., Wikipedia and Wordnet. The originally
uncorrelated texts are connected with the semantic representation, thus it enhances the performance of short text clustering and
labeling. The experimental results on Twitter and Facebook datasets demonstrate the superior performance of our framework in
handling noisy and short microblogging messages.
Index Terms—Microblogging, clustering, labeling, semantic knowledge
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INTRODUCTION

M

ICROBLOGGING services such as Twitter and Facebook
have become one of the most important communication platforms in people’s daily life. They are widely
used for commenting on breaking news, participating
online events and connecting with each other. The services
trace what people are thinking and talking in real time, providing valuable information to understand human behavior
in a new dimension. For example, Twitter messages are
already archived in the US Library of Congress.1 In many
scenarios, microblogging services have become an important information source for Internet and social media users.
With the increasing popularity, microblogging services
produce a large amount of data every second. The information overload presents great difficulties for users to fulfill
their information needs. Take Twitter as an example. While
many Twitter users only have the patience to glance the latest and sometimes redundant tweets, many tweets of their
interests may be buried in the large amount of streaming
data. Given the huge number of tweets, it is hard for

1. http://blogs.loc.gov/loc/2010/04/how-tweet-it-is-libraryacquires-entire-twitter-archive/
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users to efficiently gauge the main topics from their tweets.
As a result, the large volume and short noisy text messages
hinder the accessibility of information for users to conveniently search, navigate and locate the specific topics one
might be interested in. It significantly discourages user
engagement, and subsequently the microblogging service
can become poorly accessible and less interesting.
Hence, it is appealing to provide users an efficient way of
determining the topics/subtopics contained in the microblogging messages of their followees. For example, when
Apple Inc. released iPad Air, many microblogging users
posted messages related to this event. Among the messages
posted by followees, some users might be interested in
many fans queueing overnight at “Apple Store”, while
others might want to read messages related to new features
of “Apple iPad Air”. Without effective navigation, many
valuable and interesting posts may be buried in disorganized messages. To make a large collection of microblogging messages accessible to users, current web systems
need to provide not only accurate clusters for subtopics in
microblogging messages, but also meaningful labels for
each cluster. Then users are able to quickly identify messages of interest by examining an overview of subtopics.
Under this scenario, we propose to explore clustering [1]
and labeling to embrace the information explosion.
The distinct characteristics of social media data present
great challenges to directly apply existing text analytics methods to process microblogging messages. First, microblogging
messages are short. For example, Twitter only allows users to
post tweets that are no more than 140 characters. Thus it cannot provide sufficient statistical evidence for similarity measurement, which is essential in text processing methods.
Second, unstructured form of textual data is popular in
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microblogging. Many slang words, such “cooool” and “Good
9t”, are widely used in microblogging. While the informal
words provide convenience for users’ communication, they
also bring in difficulties for text precessing methods.
Bag of words (BOW) representation has been widely used
by practitioners to represent text for topic modeling [2], [3] or
text mining. It has been extended to microblogs as well [4],
[5]. However, this representation is often inadequate to perform finer textual analysis if the task involves the use of varying syntactic structures or complex semantic meanings. For
example, consider two tweets: “For which movie did Colin
Firth get Oscar nominations?” and “Which Oscar nominations did Colin Firth get for the movie?”. They have different
topic focuses (“movie” and “Oscar nominations”). However,
it is hard to distinguish them due to their high overlap of
words. In order to capture the order information, n-gram can
be exploited as features, but they lead to an explosion of
terms, among which many are meaningless. Besides, microblogging messages are very short. For instance, Twitter
allows up to 140 characters only for each message. Such sparsity as presented in microblogging messages poses thorny
challenges to map and connect related phrases in a corpus.
There is a pressing need to enrich each message’s representation for more accurate clustering and labeling.
In this paper, we present a novel framework to enhance
the accessibility of microblogging messages. The proposed
framework improves message representation by mapping
messages from an unstructured feature space to a semantically meaningful knowledge space. First, in order to reduce
the noise yet keep the key information as expressed in each
message, we propose to use natural language processing
(NLP) techniques to analyze the message and extract informative words and phrases. Then, to overcome the extreme
sparsity of microblogging messages, we map the selected
terms to structured concepts derived from external knowledge bases that are semantically rich. After these two steps,
the message representation is expanded substantially with
meaningful semantics. By conducting feature selection to
refine the feature space, we are able to cluster all messages
more accurately and generate human-comprehensible labels
efficiently from related concepts. Our main contributions
are summarized as follows:


Formally define the problem of enhancing accessibility of large number of microblogging messages, and
propose to employ clustering and labeling to solve
the problem;
 Present a novel framework that decomposes microblogging messages to parse tree fragments and
integrates external knowledge bases to improve clustering of microblogging messages;
 Provide an efficient and effective way to simultaneously generate textual labels for each cluster by
ranking structured concepts from Wikipedia.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
defines the problem formally. Section 3 introduces our proposed framework of mapping unstructured data to structured and meaningful concepts to enhance the accessibility
of microblogging messages. Experimental results are presented in Section 4 . Section 5 reviews related work. Section 6
concludes the paper with directions for future work.
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RELATED WORK

Recent studies in various domains show great interest in
microblogging services. Existing studies on microblogging
messages include influence study [6], sentiment analysis [7],
[8], [9], event or topic tracking [10], [11], text summarization [12] etc. However, to our best knowledge, this paper
tackles a novel problem of clustering and labeling on microblogging messages in a unified way.
The idea of enhancing the accessibility of microblogging
messages is related to aggregated search technologies. In
[13], [14], the authors clustered search snippets and then
generated summarization for each cluster. Hu et al. [15]
aims to provide a better solution for clustering of search
results by finding contextual clues from internal and external knowledge. Different from the semi-structured search
snippets, microblogging messages are more like unstructured natural language, which presents more challenges
and opportunities. Comparing with methods in organizing
search snippets, our method differs by harnessing the
power of finer level syntactic analysis. This would be difficult in other domains due to its expensive computational
cost. But thanks to the shorter length microblogging messages, the computational difference becomes affordable. In
addition, structured concepts from Wikipedia provide an
effective way to generate human-comprehensible textual
cluster labels, thus avoids the readability problem of segmentation and frequency based labeling methods.
Besides web texts clustering, many methods based on
“bag of words” or “bag of features” model achieved satisfactory results by improving representation of standard
documents for clustering and classification. Features from
different perspectives, including terms [16], phrases [17]
and segments [18], were extracted to construct the feature
space. Unfortunately, microblogging messages only consist
of a few phrases or 1-2 sentences. Context shared information contained in the messages is insufficient for effective
similarity measure, which is the basis of clustering methods.
It has been found to be useful to enhance text representation by incorporating semantic knowledge [19], [20]. For
document clustering and classification, [21] analyzed documents and found related ontology concepts from Wikipedia
and Open Directory Project (ODP), which in turn induced a
set of features that augment the standard BOW. Towards
improving the management of Google snippets, existing
methods focus either on classifying the web texts into smaller
categories [15] or assigning labels for each category [22]
with the help of Wikipedia and WordNet. Hu et al. [23] presented a novel document clustering method by enriching
document representation with concepts from Wikipedia.
Phan et al. [24] use LDA to sample topics from both largescale data collection and a sparse testing dataset. For web
texts applications, Banerjee et al. [25] proposed a method to
enrich short texts representation with features from Wikipedia. Although this method only used the titles of Wikipedia
articles as additional external features, it showed improvement in the accuracy of short texts clustering. For word sense
disambiguation, Kohomban and Lee [26] built a word sense
disambiguation system to tackle the data scarcity problem.
This system trains the classifier using grouped senses for
verbs and nouns according to the top-level synsets from
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WordNet and effectively pool the training cases across
senses within the same synset. We explored to integrate
semantic knowledge for the clustering and labeling of microblogging messages, and achieved significant improvement
as compared to existing methods.

3

PROBLEM STATEMENT

In microblogging websites, tweets and retweets of followees
are listed in reverse chronological order for a user to read.
With a large number of messages appearing in the interface,
people often do not have patience to skim every message.
A collateral problem with many messages is that there are
often different focal topics given diverse interests of users.
It prevents a user from jumping to what she is interested in.
Take Twitter as an example. When “Arizona Shooting”
occurs, a user may be interested in the current status of congresswoman Gabby Giffords or the investigation of the
event. It is very difficult for the user to find accurate information when there are more than 100 tweets posted by her
followees. As a result, we try to provide an efficient way to
reduce the gap between user’s information needs and a
large volume of microblogging messages. To present a clear
structure of subtopics, we propose to cluster the posted
microblogging messages into several groups and assign
semantically meaningful labels for each cluster.
We now formally define two major tasks in the problem
of enhancing accessibility of microblogging messages.
Task 1: Microblogging Message Clustering. Let M ¼ fm1 ;
m2 ; . . . ; mn g be a corpus of n microblogging messages.
Among these n messages, there are k latent topics or subtopics. We aim to cluster the n messages into k clusters
fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ck g with their latent topics as centroids.
Task 2: Cluster Labeling. For each cluster ci , we aim to generate human readable cluster labels fli1 ; li2 ; . . . ; lik g, which
are semantically similar to the latent topic of ci .
Text representation of microblogging messages for clustering and labeling is important and challenging in many
ways. In the next section, we present a novel framework by
improving text representation to achieve the task of microblogging message clustering and labeling.

4

MANAGING MICROBLOGGING MESSAGES

In this section, we introduce the proposed framework for
clustering and labeling microblogging messages.

4.1 Overview of the Framework
Our proposed framework consists of three phases, Syntactic
Decomposition, Semantic Mapping, Clustering & Labeling, as
shown in Fig. 1. We use an example to illustrate how to perform clustering and labeling of microblogging messages.
Suppose we have a microblogging message as follows:
“I just voted for Colin Firth for Best Actor in Movieline’s Statuesque Contest. Who do you pick?”

4.1.1 Syntactic Decomposition
The original document itself always contains the most
important information. However, it is difficult to mine useful
information from microblogging messages as they can be
short and noisy. Thus a method which can make better use

Fig. 1. The proposed framework for managing microblogging messages.
It consists three components: (1) Syntactic Decomposition; (2) Semantic
Mapping; and (3) Clustering & Labeling.

of the limited text is necessary for message representation.
We propose to utilize a parse tree to model the message.
Given a corpus of microblogging messages, we apply Syntactic Decomposition to extract a number of tree fragments
for each message. The extracted fragments can be divided
into two categories: phrase-level and word-level fragments,
as shown in Fig. 1. Particularly, the phrase-level fragments
serve as part of the feature space for clustering, and provide
an informative basis for Semantic Mapping in the next phase.

4.1.2 Semantic Mapping
The tree fragments from the first phase are inadequate for
message representation due to the “semantic gap”. Two
semantically related texts cannot be connected by only considering their word or phrase co-occurring information.
Thus, we propose to map the original unstructured message
to structured semantic space. With tree fragments extracted
in Syntactic Decomposition, our framework maps the fragments to their corresponding semantic concepts. These
generated semantic concepts will also serve as part of the
feature space.
4.1.3 Clustering and Labeling
With the combination of tree fragments from Syntactic
Decomposition and semantic features from Semantic Mapping, we construct the original feature space for clustering
and labeling. However, one message may generate a number of tree fragments and semantic concepts, which will
introduce noise and may harm the feature space for clustering. In addition, to avoid “curse of dimensionality”, feature
selection is employed to ensure the feature space is compact
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rules can be broken into incomplete parts. For example,
any subtree containing a part of the production rule
“VP!VB:NP”, such as“VP!VB”, is considered invalid.
Fig. 2b presents an illustration of all of the valid tree fragments for the subtree “keeping fit”.
The tree fragments generation algorithm is illustrated in
Algorithm 1. Basically, we divided our algorithm into two
steps: Subtree Selection and Fragment Selection.

Algorithm 1. Tree Fragments Generation

Fig. 2. (a) The parse tree of “any tips for keeping fit?”. (b) Tree fragments
of the subtree covering “keeping fit”; the fragments with dotted line frame
are extracted tree fragments for “keeping fit”.

and effective for clustering. The most representative semantic concept in the cluster of messages is extracted as the
meaningful cluster label.

4.2 Syntactic Decomposition
Traditional methods exploit phrases [17] contained in the
original text to preserve the valuable contextual information. However, these methods did not apply NLP techniques such as parsing to analyze the structure of documents
in detail. As a result, they fail to perform a deep analysis
of original text. Many NLP techniques have achieved great
success by extracting tree fragments that occur in a parse
tree [27] to enrich text representation. Hence, we employ
parsing to analyze the syntactic structure contained in
microblogging messages.
A parse tree (or syntactic tree) is an ordered and rooted
tree that represents the syntactic structure of a string according to a formal grammar [28]. Fig. 2a illustrates an example of
a parse tree generated by OpenNLP.2 In the Figure, “VP” is
for verb phrase and “NP” represents noun phrase.3 From the
syntactic structure above, we can see that the tweet contains
abundant lexical information at phrase-level and word-level.
Given a microblogging message, a parse tree has been
constructed to retain the syntactic information. Furthermore, we need to extract useful information from the parse
tree to improve message representation. To better utilize the
syntactic structure of a parse tree, Wang et al. [29] proposed
to employ tree fragments as syntactic features.
The tree fragments of a parse tree are all its subtrees
which include at least one terminal symbol (word) or one
production rule [27], with the restriction that no production
2. http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp/
3. Full list of the abbreviations can be found in http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Parse_tree/

Input: microblogging message corpus M
Output: a set of tree fragments (F )
1: F null
2: for m 2 M do
3: m0
Lexical Tokens (m)
4: T
Parse Tree Construction (m0 )
5: T 0 ¼ ft1 ; t2 ; . . . ; tn g SubTrees Selection(T )
6: for sub tree t 2 T 0 do
7:
if t 2 {NP, VP, NN, VB} then
8:
ff1 ; f2 ; . . . ; fn g Fragments Selection(t)
9:
F
F þ ff1 ; f2 ; . . . ; fn g
10:
end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: return F

4.2.1 Subtree Selection
As shown in Fig. 2a, given a microblogging message, we
first construct a parse tree according to its lexical tokens.
Note that the number of subtrees is extremely large, which
leads to the “curse of dimensionality” [30] and expensive
computational cost for real web applications. Thus, we need
to develop an efficient way to ensure the generated subtrees
are not only informative but also effective. As we know,
when people speed-read through a text, they do not fully
parse the sentence but instead look for “key phrases” contained in the text [31]. Among these key phrases, the nouns
and verbs are considered to be more important than articles,
adjectives or adverbs [29]. Thus, we utilize VP (Verb
Phrase), NP (Noun Phrase), VB (Verb) and NN (Noun)
rooted subtrees to extract tree fragments in next step.
4.2.2 Fragment Selection
As shown in Fig. 2b, one subtree may generate a lot of tree
fragments, which will result in redundancies. To avoid
introducing redundant information to text representation,
we only choose the tree fragments whose leaf nodes are constructed by words or phrase. Take the subtree [VP [VBG
keeping] [NP [NN fit]]] as an example. Five tree fragments
with dotted line frame in Fig. 2b are extracted. Particularly,
the tree fragments can be categorized into two groups
phrase-level and word-level, according to their leaf nodes,
as shown below:
phrase-level: [VP [VBG keeping] [NP [NN fit]]]
word-level: [VBG keeping] [NN fit] [keeping] [fit]
4.3 Semantic Mapping
The information extracted from an original message is inadequate to build semantic connection with other related
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messages. For example, without the integration of background knowledge, it is difficult to build connections
between “Oscar” and “The King’s Speech” related tweets.
To explore latent topics hidden in the original message, we
propose to map the text into a semantic space.
In order to transform syntactic feature space to semantic
feature space, we need to collect original message information as a basis and construct semantic space for mapping.
From the Syntactic Decomposition phase, we obtain abundant tree fragments, which are informative to cover the subtopics and structure information in the message. Thus, we
employ phrase level and word level tree fragments to construct an informative basis for mapping.
Wikipedia, as a collaborative knowledge base, is regularly updated to reflect recent events. Compared to WordNet, it has better knowledge coverage and time series
coverage. On the other hand, as an expert knowledge base,
WordNet follows theoretical model or corpus evidence and
contains rich lexical knowledge. Hence, we use Wikipedia
as the primary semantic knowledge and WordNet as a complementary one. Previous work [32] preprocessed Wikipedia data to collect useful concepts. However, preprocessing
of Wikipedia leaves out the valuable textual information of
Wikipedia pages. In addition, without information from
original Wikipedia pages, it is difficult to map messages to
their corresponding semantic concept accurately. We download Wikipedia XML corpus, remove XML tags and create a
Solr4 index for all Wikipedia articles. It facilitates to map
the tree fragments to the semantic space. For WordNet,
we employ the synsets for mapping a specific word to the
corresponding WordNet concepts.
The Semantic Mapping algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 2. Given a tree fragment, we apply semantic knowledge according to its syntax property. For the phrase-level
tree fragments, they are informative to represent a subtopic
of the microblogging message. Therefore, we can retrieve
accurate Wikipedia pages for these tree fragments. The
word-level tree fragments are too general to map to accurate
concepts in Wikipedia. We thus utilize WordNet as complement to deal with the word level tree fragments.

Algorithm 2. Semantic Space Mapping
Input: a set of Tree Fragments, Wikipedia, WordNet
Output: Semantic Feature Space (SF )
1: SF null
2: for tree fragment f 2 F do
3: if f 2 Phrase-Level then
4:
f:Query SolrSyntax(f, AND)
5:
Wikip
RetrievePages(f.Query)
6:
SF
SF þ WikiConcepts(Wikip )
7:
SF
SF þ WikiTopics(Wikip )
8: else
9:
WNconcept
WordNet.Synsets(f)
10:
SF
SF þ WNconcept
11: end if
12: end for
13: return SF

4. http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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Particularly, if a tree fragment is from the phrase-level, we
build “AND” query5 which requires the retrieved pages to
contain every term in the phrase. For each query, top w
articles are retrieved from Wikipedia. Besides title and bold
terms (links) contained in the retrieved articles, we also utilize the key phrases which appear in the articles as semantic
concepts. We adopted an effective key phrase extraction
algorithm, Lingo [33], to extract these key phrases. For example, for the actor “Colin Firth”, we may obtain extrinsic concepts “The King’s Speech” and intrinsic concepts “England”
by mining the related Wikipedia pages. For the tree fragments from the word-level, we employ WordNet synsets to
extract similar concepts. For example, we can obtain “auto”,
“automobile” and “autocar” for the fragment “car”.
With a semantic mapping, we can handle phrase-level
synonymy problems by mapping two different phrases
into the same semantic concept. For example, we can easily
map “Colin Firth” and “The King’s Speech” to highly overlap semantic features due to their strong semantic connection with each other.

4.4 Clustering & Labeling
4.4.1 Feature Selection
We conduct feature selection to avoid the “curse of
dimensionality”. A message contains a large number of tree
fragments, including phrase-level (t1 ) and word-level (t2 )
tree fragments. We empirically set the upper bound of
selected tree fragments as the number of non-stop words
(N) in the message. Then the top N tree fragments are
extracted from the original t fragments based on their frequency in the whole corpus. Note that N is different for different tweets according to their number of non-stop words.
We then collect m tree fragments from Syntactic Decomposition and n semantic concepts from semantic knowledge
bases, construct a ðm þ nÞ dimensional feature space for
clustering. As a large number of external features would
bring in negative impact on the text representation quality,
the number of semantic concepts is determined by:
n¼

mu
;
1u

(1)

where u is the fraction of semantic concepts to the feature
space for clustering. Apparently, u is in an interval ½0; 1Þ,
where u ¼ 0 means the feature space is constructed of tree
fragments and u ¼ 1 indicates the features are all from
semantic concepts. Top n semantic concepts are extracted
based on their frequency.

4.4.2 Text Representation for Clustering
To normalize the weight of each feature, we reformulate the
weighting policy proposed by Zhang and Lee [34]. For tree
fragments fi extracted from original parse tree, fi is
weighted according to the size and depth of a tree fragment:
W fi ¼

tf  idf
;
ðsðiÞ þ 1Þ  ðdðiÞ þ 1Þ

(2)

5. For more detail about query syntax, please refer to http://wiki.
apache.org/solr/SolrQuerySyntax
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where sðiÞ is the number of generated tree fragments considering the tree fragment as a subtree and dðiÞ is the depth
of the tree fragment root in the entire parse tree. For example, the tree fragment in Fig. 2b has sðiÞ ¼ 3 and dðiÞ ¼ 3.
With this weighting scheme, focus of the message can be
measured according to its depth. The key idea here is that a
tree fragment will be less important if the tree can generate
more fragments or the fragment is in a deeper level. For
example, the focus of the sentence “For which movie did
Colin Firth get Oscar nominations?” (Section 1) is “movie”
but not “Oscar nomination”, since the depth of “movie” is
less than the latter. Weight scores for all tree fragments
are normalized. In addition, weights of semantic features
from external knowledge bases are determined by their
tf  idf values. Weight scores for all semantic concepts are
normalized. At the end, messages are represented in a
refined feature space.

Infolij ¼ Wfi  tfij  idfij ;

(3)

where Wfi is a weight of the “parent” tree fragment defined
in Equation (2), tfij and idfij measure the weights among all
the candidates. Finally, the labels with highest Info score
are extracted as cluster labels.

4.5 Time Complexity Analysis
In this section, we discuss time complexity of the text representation phases. Given a collection of N messages with
average length l, we conduct Syntactic Decomposition and
Semantic Mapping. For the Syntactic Decomposition phase,
each message is modeled as a parse tree, then M1 phraselevel and M2 word-level tree fragments are extracted from
its subtree. We leverage widely used Chonmsky normal
form [38] to construct the parse tree with the complexity of
Oðl3 NÞ. For the Semantic Mapping phase, we map the
extracted tree fragments to the semantic feature space, the
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time complexity is OðM1 t1 þ M2 t2 Þ, where t1 and t2 are
retrieving time of Wikipeida and WordNet respectively.
Thus we have Oðl3 N þ M1 t1 þ M2 t2 Þ time complexity for
text representation. Empirically, number of tree fragments
M1 þ M2  al  Nða < 5Þ, we can induce:
Oðl3 N þ M1 t1 þ M2 t2 Þ  bOðl3 N þ alNðt1 þ t2 ÞÞ
¼ OðNðl3 þ alðt1 þ t2 ÞÞÞ;

(4)

As we discussed earlier, microblogging messages are
very short (i.e., a small value of l) and we have built local
index for Wikipedia and WordNet (i.e., a small value of t1
and t2 ), thus the time complexity of text representation is
efficient and affordable in practice. In addition, we can conduct these data preprocessing work offline, which will not
affect the time efficiency of the online application.

5
4.4.3 Labeling
Traditional labeling methods are based on frequent word,
phrase or sentence extraction. There is no guarantee for
readability of the extracted labels. It is a natural and effective way to generate textual label from the generated Wikipedia concepts, which have wide knowledge coverage and
stably high quality.
Text representation of messages can be conducted offline,
however, the label ranking has to be done online. Hence, we
propose an efficient informativeness metric to rank our
extracted labels.
As shown in Algorithm 2, we can map each tree fragments fi to several semantic concepts, which are extracted
as label candidates fli1 ; li2 ; . . . ; lin g. To select the most informative label, the weight function is developed based on the
assumption that the informativeness of a label is strongly
correlated with which tree fragment the label is generated
from, how frequent the label is and how unique the label is.
This idea is motivated by the widely used tf-idf weight metric which is employed to measure how important a feature
is in various NLP and IR applications [35], [36], [37]. For
each labeling candidate lij , the informativeness score is measured by:
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EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we empirically evaluate the effectiveness of
the proposed Microblogging Message Management (M 3 )
framework. In particular, we conduct experiments from
two perspectives. First, we compare eight different text
representation methods on two microblogging message
datasets to verify how effective our approach is for microblogging message clustering; Second, we conduct extensive
experiments to see how effective our texts labeling scheme
is by comparing with the state-of-the-art labeling methods
for microblogging messages.

5.1 Datasets
Given a set of microblogging messages, it is impractical to
manually determine the cluster label of each message and
corresponding meaningful textual label for each cluster.
Thus the dataset is built indirectly to simulate real-world
microblogging applications. “Hot Searches” produced by
Google Trends6 provides a snapshot of what’s on the public’s
collective mind by viewing the fastest-rising queries for different points of time. We crawled the hot queries published
by Google Trends, and chose hot queries of different length
according to statistical results. According to the percentage
of query length and domain distribution, thirty hot queries
of diverse topics are selected from Google Trends, as shown
in Table 1. Each hot query is considered to be a trending
topic, and we crawl top five query suggestions from Google
as subtopics of this topic. For example, the topics such as
“Apple Store”, “Apple Support” etc. are considered as subtopics of the trending topic “Apple”. The ground truth is
obtained based on the following assumption: the messages
returned by a query suggestion construct a cluster and the
query suggestion is highly semantically associated with the
correct label of this cluster. Thus, we have 150 topics from
two levels (30 groups and five subtopics in each group).
5.1.1 Twitter Dataset
Based on the 150 query suggestions (subtopics) from
Google, we use Twitter Search API7 to crawl 100 tweets for
each query suggestion and construct a dataset containing
6. http://www.google.com/intl/en/trends/about.html/
7. http://search.twitter.com/api/
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TABLE 1
The Selected Hot Topics in Two Datasets
Apple
Eyedea
Green Bay
Black Friday
Bloom Box
Bill T Jones
Total Eclipse
Merle Haggard
Family Watch Dog
New York Giants
Victoria Beckham
Pro Bowl

Jared Allen
Bin Laden
Herman Cain
Diddy Dirty Money
Sidney Poitier
The Dark Knight
Amazing Grace
Fox News Channel
Aretha Franklin
Sugarloaf Mountain
Anjelah Johnson Teddy Pendergrass
Russian National Anthem
Giants Stadium Demolition
Sue Sylvester Vogue
National Economic Council
Kennedy Center Honors
West Memphis Three

150 categories to testify the effectiveness of clustering algorithm and the quality of the cluster label. As the API will
not return exactly 100 tweets for each query, it leaves 11,362
tweets after text preprocessing.

5.1.2 Facebook Dataset
Facebook is not a purely microblogging site, however, it
allows a user to post status (“what’s on your mind?”),
which is very similar to other microblogging sites. Therefore, we employ Facebook Graph API8 to crawl 200 messages for each subtopic, thus construct a dataset containing
14,322 messages. Different from Twitter dataset, the messages in this dataset may not contain keywords in the query
due to their ranking policy.
The statistics of these two datasets are presented in
Table 2. Both datasets consist of very short messages, which
have average length with 17 and 22.
5.2 Evaluation of Clustering
In this section, we conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proposed clustering module.
5.2.1 Experimental Setup
To evaluate the performance of the proposed clustering
module, we use F1 measure [39] and Accuracy [40] as the performance metrics, and compare the following methods:









BOW: Traditional “bag of words” model with the
tf-idf weighting schema.
BOP: Widely used “bag of phrase” model with the
tf-idf weighting schema. We employ key phrases
extracted from original microblogging messages as
features to construct the feature space.
BOT: Modification of Tree Kernel model with the
tf-idf weighting schema. We employ the tree fragments extracted from Section 4.2 to construct the feature space.
WN_Method: BOW model integrated with additional
features from WordNet as presented in [41].
Wiki_Method: BOW model integrated with additional
features from Wikipedia as presented in [25].
WikiWN_Method: Only use semantic concepts from
WordNet and Wikipedia as features. The feature
generation methods are the same as in [41] and [25].

8. http://developers.facebook.com/docs/api/
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TABLE 2
Statistics of the Datasets
Dataset

Twitter

Facebook

# of Messages
# of Clusters
# of Unique Words
Ave Message Length
Max Clustering Size
Ave Clustering Size
Min Clustering Size

11,362
150
9,626
17
100
75.75
2

14,322
150
10,886
22
191
95.48
6



SemKnow: BOP integrated with additional features
from external knowledge. We follow the feature generation and selection methods discussed in [15].
 M 3 : Clustering module of the proposed framework.
Note that our proposed text representation framework
is independent of any specific dimensionality reduction
and clustering methods. Dimensionality reduction methods
can be used to improve quality of feature space for clustering, and its effect will be further discussed in Seciton 5.2.4.
Similarly, we can easily apply this text representation
framework to many clustering methods, such as K-means,
LDA [42], NMF [43] etc. Specifically, a clustering package
from Weka3 [44] is used in the experiments. Two clustering
algorithms, K-means and Expectation Maximization (EM), are
employed to test effectiveness of the eight text representation methods. As determining the number of clusters in the
algorithms is beyond the scope of this study, for general
experimental purposes, we set the K as the number of clusters (150) in the datasets for both algorithms.
This experiment involves two parameters, w and u. As
mentioned in Section 4.3, we retrieved top w Wikipedia
articles to extract semantic concepts. Given the scale of Wikipedia corpus and the reliable ranking provided by Solr search
engine, our experimental result is not sensitive to the number
of retrieved documents [45]. We empirically set the value
w ¼ 20 in the experiment. As discussed in Section 4.4.1, u
controls the influence of semantic features to the whole
feature space. We set u ¼ 0:5 which means that the number
of semantic features is the same as the tree fragments from
original message.

5.2.2 Evaluation Metrics
In the experiments, two widely used measures,
F1 measure [39] and Accuracy [40], are employed as the performance metrics, as shown below:
F1 measure: A combination of both precision and recall that
measures the extent to which a cluster contains only objects of
a particular class and all objects of that class. The F1 measure
of cluster i with respect to class j is defined as follows:
F1 ði; jÞ ¼

2  precisionði; jÞ  recallði; jÞ
;
precisionði; jÞ þ recallði; jÞ

(5)

F1 ðjÞ ¼ maxi F1 ði; jÞ:

(6)

Overall effectiveness is computed as:
P
ðjjjF1 ðjÞÞ
F1 measure ¼ i P
:
j jjj

(7)
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TABLE 3
Clustering Results Using Different Text Representation Methods on Twitter Dataset
K-means
BOW
BOP
BOT
WN_Method
Wiki_Method
WikiWN_Method
SemKnow
M3

Expectation Maximization

F1 measure (Impr)

Accuracy (Impr)

F1 measure (Impr)

Accuracy (Impr)

0:493 (N.A.)
0:493 (þ0.02%)
0:504 (þ2.27%)
0:499 (þ1.28%)
0:525 (þ6.37%)
0:513 (þ4.08%)
0:529 (þ7.36%)
0:554ðþ12:27%Þ

0:543 (N.A.)
0:549 (þ1.02%)
0:556 (þ2.29%)
0:553 (þ1.85%)
0:576 (þ5.97%)
0:569 (þ4.70%)
0:578 (þ6.46%)
0:628ðþ15:55%Þ

0:530 (N.A.)
0:521 (0.18%)
0:538 (þ1.51%)
0:531 (þ0.13%)
0:555 (þ4.81%)
0:554 (þ4.70%)
0:585 (þ10.36%)
0:615ðþ16:02%Þ

0:545 (N.A.)
0:549 (þ0.81%)
0:554 (þ1.70%)
0:550 (þ0.92%)
0:573 (þ5.26%)
0:573 (þ5.27%)
0:575 (þ5.53%)
0:617ðþ13:39%Þ

TABLE 4
Clustering Results Using Different Text Representation Methods on Facebook Dataset
K-means
BOW
BOP
BOT
WN_Method
Wiki_Method
WikiWN_Method
SemKnow
M3

Expectation Maximization

F1 measure (Impr)

Accuracy (Impr)

F1 measure (Impr)

Accuracy (Impr)

0:454 (N.A.)
0:455 (þ0.11%)
0:464 (þ2.22%)
0:461 (þ1.54%)
0:488 (þ7.44%)
0:473 (þ4.16%)
0:489 (þ7.55%)
0:527ðþ15:90%Þ

0:465 (N.A.)
0:470 (þ0.94%)
0:474 (þ1.95%)
0:471 (þ1.31%)
0:498 (þ7.11%)
0:499 (þ7.35%)
0:504 (þ8.39%)
0:548ðþ17:84%Þ

0:503 (N.A.)
0:506 (þ0.57%)
0:513 (þ1.95%)
0:513 (þ1.95%)
0:535 (þ6.36%)
0:534 (þ6.14%)
0:538 (þ6.79%)
0:578ðþ14:91%Þ

0:533 (N.A.)
0:537 (þ0.58%)
0:544 (þ1.93%)
0:544 (þ2.04%)
0:564 (þ5.79%)
0:571 (þ7.11%)
0:578 (þ8.41%)
0:605ðþ13:38%Þ

Accuracy: A statistical measure, which is defined as
follows:
TP þ TN
;
(8)
Accuracy ¼
TP þ FP þ FN þ TN
where TP, TN, FP, FN are defined in Table 5.
In Table 3, TP (true positive) denotes that two texts are
manually labeled with the same class and clustered into
same cluster; FN (false negative) denotes that two texts
are manually labeled with different classes but clustered
into same one. TN (true negative) and FP (false positive) are
defined in a similar manner.

5.2.3 Clustering Results and Discussion
The experimental results of the different methods on Twitter and Facebook datasets are displayed in Tables 3 and 4.
In the tables, Impr represents the percentage improvement
of the methods as compared with the BOW model. In the
experiment, each result denotes an average of 10 test runs
by randomly choosing the initial parameters for the clustering method. By comparing the results of different methods,
we draw the following observations:
1)

2)

In most cases, BOP and BOT augment the performance of BOW model on both datasets using the two
clustering algorithms. We believe that this is because
of the utilization of syntactic information from original messages. BOT achieves better performance
than BOP, which is because of the parse tree based
Syntactic Decomposition perform finer analysis of
original text than shallow parsing based method.
From the tables, we note that WN_Method, Wiki_Method, SemKnow also achieve better performance as

3)

4)

compared to BOW model. The performance of BOW
is improved by incorporating semantic features from
WordNet, Wikipedia and both of them respectively.
It demonstrates the integration of semantic concepts
from external knowledge bases improved the quality
of microblogging messages representation for clustering. Among these three methods, Wiki_Method achieves better results than WN_Method; we conjecture
that the abundant up-to-date concepts from Wikipedia are more informative than others to model the
real-time messages.
An interesting finding is that WikiWN_Method achieves comparable results with other baselines, which
is beyond the observation of previous work [21].
WikiWN_Method works well without the integration
of features from original message. It shows that the
combination of semantic features complement each
other and contribute to the overall result.
Comparing with the other seven methods, M 3 achieves best F1 measure and Accuracy scores on both datasets using K-means and EM clustering algorithms.
The highest improvement with respect to BOW is
obtained on Facebook Dataset using K-means. We
apply t-test to compare M 3 with the best baselines
WikiWN_Method and SemKnow. The results demonstrate our approach significantly outperforms the two
TABLE 5
Average Accuracy Test Condition

Same Cluster
Different Cluster

Same Class

Different Class

TruePositive
FalseNegative

FalsePositive
TrueNegative
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TABLE 6
Labeling Results (Precision @ 10) on Two Dataset

Kphrase
WN
Wiki
M3

Fig. 3. Clustering results on twitter using LDA.

methods with p-value < 0:01. M 3 obtains superior
performance as compared with SemKnow; we believe
the improvement stems from our proposed framework performs better syntactic analysis and map the
unstructured text to high quality semantic space.

5.2.4 Effect of Dimensionality Reduction
Latent topic models, such as Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [42] etc., have
been successfully applied as an unsupervised dimensionality reduction technique in document collections. Due to their
computational cost [46], these methods are not introduced to
our framework directly. To better understand the effect of
dimensionality reduction methods to clustering performance, we conduct experiments based on different text
representation methods, as shown in Fig. 3. As compared to
BOW, both text representation methods achieve better performance. This result demonstrates that dimensionality
reduction method (LDA) is useful to improve the feature
space for clustering. M 3 + LDA achieves better performance
than BOW + LDA, which indicates that the text representation quality of our proposed M 3 is much better than BOW.
Therefore, our proposed text representation method is independent of dimensionality reduction methods and can be
easily combined with them to achieve better performance,
when the application is computation cost insensitive.
5.3 Evaluation of Labeling
In this section, we conduct experiments to verify the effectiveness of our proposed cluster labeling framework.
5.3.1 Experimental Setup and Criteria
We followed the evaluation framework proposed in [47] to
assess the quality of the cluster labels. Specifically, we
treat the cluster labeling task as a ranking problem, which
is to rank all of the concepts from Wikipedia and find the
best matched label for a cluster of microblogging messages. We treat the subtopics used for crawling microblogging messages as ground truth for cluster labeling. In our
experiment, a generated label is considered correct if it is
an inflection, a WordNet synoym of, or identical to the
correct label.
Based on the definition above, we evaluate the performance of cluster labeling task by three metrics:
Precision@K: The percentage of labels returned that are
correct.

Twitter

Facebook

0:314 (N.A.)
0:322 (þ2.55%)
0:382 (þ21.66%)
0:459ðþ46:07%Þ

0:325 (N.A.)
0:303 (6.77%)
0:423 (þ29.92%)
0:468ðþ43:85%Þ

Match@K: Match@K indicates whether the top K generated labels match the correct label. It is a binary indicator,
and monotonically increases as K increases.
NDCG: Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain [48]
considers both relevance and position in the ranked list for
scoring, which is a widely used metric for measuring performance of ranking problem.
In this experiment, we compare the performance of four
methods, as defined below:





Kphrase: Traditional “bag of phrases” model is used
to generate the most frequent phrase as cluster label.
WN: The concepts extracted from WordNet are used
to generate the cluster label. The feature generation
method is proposed in [41].
Wi-ki: The concepts extracted from Wikipeida are
used to generate the cluster label. The feature generation method is proposed in [25].
M 3 : Labeling module of the proposed framework.

5.3.2 Labeling Results and Discussion
The Precision@10 results of the different labeling methods
on Twitter and Facebook datasets are reported in Table 6.
The results of Kphrase and WN are unsatisfactory, which
is mainly because the frequent phrases from original microblogging messages and synonymy words from WordNet
are always noisy and meaningless. The labeling quality of
Wi-ki is more effective than the first two baselines. It shows
that, by providing meaningful concepts, Wikipedia has its
natural advantage to tackle labeling problems. In addition,
M 3 further improves the labeling precision as compared
with Wi-ki. We believe it stems from our framework providing a better mapping from original unstructured space to
structured semantic space.
Fig. 4 depicts the Match@K results on the two datasets,
respectively. From Fig. 4a, M 3 is much more effective than
the other three baselines. The performance of M 3 increases
along with the number of labels K increase, and it achieves
best performance at K ¼ 10 and Match@K ¼ 83:3%. When
K > 10, the performance becomes stable, which indicates
that no more clusters that can be covered by the correct
label with the number of labels increasing. Among the
baselines, Wi-ki is the most effective method and Kphrase
achieves close results to WN. Similar phenomena have
been observed on Facebook Dataset; we omit the results
owing to lack of space.
It is noted that the curve of M 3 peaks and stabilizes at a
much smaller number of labels K ¼ 10 (Twitter) and
K ¼ 12 (Facebook) compared with other baselines. This
indicates that our framework is much more robust than
others when only choosing a small number of labels.
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TABLE 7
Ranking Results (NDCG@10) on Two Dataset

Kphrase
WN
Wiki
M3

Twitter

Facebook

0:342 (N.A.)
0:338 (1.17%)
0:436 (þ27.49%)
0:498ðþ45:61%Þ

0:322 (N.A.)
0:335 (þ4.04%)
0:448 (þ39.13%)
0:506ðþ57:14%Þ

Table 8. In the table, subtopics listed in the left side are considered as “correct labels”. The underlined labels mean
“identical” to correct labels and the ones with daggers mean
“inflection” of correct labels. We observe that while the labels
for all clusters seem to represent the subtopics well, only the
last cluster fails to achieve correct label within top-five labels,
although most of the generated labels (“Apple Care”,
“Customer Support” etc.) are highly related to subtopic
“Apple Support”. The failure is mainly because that there is
no corresponding Wikipedia page named “Apple Support”.

6

Fig. 4. Labeling results (Match@K) on two dataset.

5.3.3 Ranking Results
We compare the ranking performance of our proposed
framework with the other three methods. Table 7 shows the
NDCG@10 score on the two datasets respectively.
From Table 7, we can observe that M 3 outperforms the
other three baselines. It demonstrates that the generated
labels from M 3 not only cover more potential topics hidden
in the microblogging messages, but also assign the most relevant labels at a higher position. Among the three baselines,
Wiki achieves the best performance. We believe that the
improvement stems from the structure and meaningful concepts providing by Wikipedia.
5.4 A Usability Case Study
To illustrate the usability of our proposed framework, we
show an example of top-five generated textual labels and their
corresponding sample tweets for a trending topic “Apple” in

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a novel framework to enhance
the accessibility of microblogging messages by utilizing
semantic knowledge. In particular, we improved the quality
of microblogging message clustering and labeling. By analyzing the structure of microblogging messages, the original
short and noisy texts were mapped into a semantic space to
improve the quality of text representation. The features
from original text and semantic knowledge bases tackled
the problem of data sparseness and semantic gap well in
natural microblogging messages. With help of abundant
structured features from Wikipedia, the task of cluster labeling was solved without introducing much computational
cost. Empirical evaluations demonstrated that our framework significantly outperformed all the baselines including
previously proposed linguistic based and knowledge based
methods on two real-world datasets.
This work suggests some interesting directions for future
work. As this work is for improving the management of
microblogging messages, which are connected from their
authors’ point of view. It is interesting to explore if integrating social network information can improve the quality of
message clustering. Moreover, different from other web
texts, microblogging messages are really natural language
produced by users. Thus we can introduce more NLP techniques to tackle the problems in Text Mining area. NLP and

TABLE 8
Lists of Top-Five Labels Generated From M 3 and Corresponding Sample Tweets
Subtopics
Apple Store

Generated Top-5 Labels
AppleStore, Retail Store, Apple Inc., Steve Jobs, iPad

Sample Tweets

Apple can make a great phone, but Steve Jobs needs to
reign in the App Store developers.
Apple TV
AppleTV, iTunes, Apple Inc., iTunes Store, Digital Media RT @igiveaway: Checkout Face Quiz for iPhone for a
chance to win a Apple TV
Receiver
Apple iPad
iPad Air, iPady , Tablet Computer, Apple A5 Processor,
The Foxconn Explosion Might’ve Just Made iPad Air
Foxconn
Lines Millions of People Longer
Apple Trailers Trailery , QuickTime, Mac OS, Trailer Film, Apple Inc.
Bill Cunningham New York—Movie Trailers—iTunes
Apple Support Apple Care, Apple Inc., iPod Customer Support,
Apple continues to tell support reps: do not help
Apple Store
customers with Mac malware

HU ET AL.: EMBRACING INFORMATION EXPLOSION WITHOUT CHOKING: CLUSTERING AND LABELING IN MICROBLOGGING

external knowledge bases can be valuable to help understand microblogging messages, if we can find effective
ways of using them.
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